WEINSTEIN CENTER
NEW GUEST POLICY
All Guests must be sponsored by a Weinstein Center Member

WHY?
Since the Weinstein Center opened in 2007, the number of guests has continued to increase. In order to maintain adequate equipment and facilities for our students, we are making changes to the Weinstein Center Guest Policy.

NEW POLICY
Effective July 1, 2018

- All Guests must be sponsored by a Weinstein Center Member. Sponsors are individuals who have a current Weinstein Center membership (paid or free). Sponsors are responsible for their guests and must remain in the Weinstein Center with their guests at all times during the visit.

- In addition to the daily guest pass option, we have added a weekly guest pass (7 consecutive days) to better accommodate members who have guests visiting.

- University of Richmond part-time students and part-time employees can self-sponsor with a valid UR ID card.

- University departments can sponsor their guests by completing a request form 7 day(s) in advance.

- University of Richmond alumni can self-sponsor by providing graduation year. Alumni status will be verified.

Our goal is helping you reach yours.
Weinstein Center Guests

All guests must present a photo ID with payment.

Guest Rates:

- **Daily:**
  - $10
  - $5 (with valid University ID)

- **Weekly (7 consecutive days):**
  - $50
  - $25 (with valid University ID)

*Guest must be sponsored and accompanied by a Weinstein Center member on each visit.*

On your first visit:

- You will present photo ID
- You will complete the guest form
- You will make payment
- You will scan your hand
- You will get your picture taken
- Member Services will create an account for you in our software and issue you an ID number to enter through the turnstiles

On return visits you will:

- Sponsor must be present and complete guest form
- Present photo ID
- Make payment
- Sign-in
- Use ID# and hand scan to enter through turnstiles